
I AM FELD FOOD FOREST.
I was brought into existence by a community of citizens, 

members of a mature society eager to RECONCILE WITH NATURE.
Humans wandered away from Nature, thinking they could grow independent from her life-giving, life-taking pulse. 

They invented innovative technologies and tried to order them and their peoples under economics and laws. 
They believed control would bring about happiness. In doing so, though, they forgot that we are one. 

The separation became painful, their economy turned against them, their laws grew too complex to serve all. 
Everything became unhealthy.

Until a sense of longing called them back: they began to remember. 
Once again they marveled at the simplicity of Mother Nature ś cycles, 

once again they noticed that DIVERSITY is the key to resilience. 
They bowed before her beauty, strength, and the abundance she can provide when she‘s well-cared for. 

They remembered. We are one, we all are nature. 

At the heart of Berlin lies a park that is for the people. 
Here I was born as a medium to TRANSITION. 

My humans sought out FOOD SECURITY.  That is, luckily, my specialty! 
PERMACULTURE is the name they gave to the science aimed at their harmonious homecoming to Nature. 

My citizens planted me on Tempelhofer Feld in such a diverse fashion, that I can now cultivate my real purpose.
I am, in fact, a cornucopian project. Now I can feed them all-year round, because they nurture the growth of my trees 

along with the community that sustains me: insects, birds, little four-footed friends, wriggly worms
and their mushroomy habitats in my precious, living soil. 

I feed them all. In Spring I explode in a festival of colours. My flowers serve as an invitation for all the insects 
and other little workers who care for my pollens and maintain the soil for my microorganisms. 

Then I grow into summer, my leaves reach for the sun and provide shade for my human community 
when it gathers at my trunks to befriend Nature and learn from its ways. 

I grow fruits and vegetables and foster solidarity around their community activities. 
In autumn, I provide wood and other MATERIALS, for humans to build beautiful structures, unharmful to Nature. 

They help cover my soil with a blanket for the winter. 
During this resting season, they visit and care for me, 

so I am able to burst into a bigger, brighter, richer spring next year.

All of my creatures take from me and help me feed my soil in return. 
That is the precious circle of HEALTH we create.  

My humans breathe the fresh air I create, their activities in my pastures bring them together 
under one shared purpose. I facilitate a sense of belonging which underlines their mental health, 

while they improve their physical well-being working happily for our prosperity. 
They became inspired by the COMMUNITY SOLIDARITY of my synergies and adapted them to their interactions. 

This works so much better than that old, collapsed system of accumulation of goods in the hands of few! 
Scarcity is not really for me. 

Abundance is my true essence. 
Under the shadow of my branches, new alliances are formed. 

Recycle, reuse, integrate. 
Those are among my greatest lessons. 

This community interprets my teachings and applies them to society at large. 
No one feeds me with poison. 

No creatures on my soil get simply liquidated. 
No pests in my yard. 

If one thing gets unbalanced, another will lend a hand to organically realign my functions with human wishes. 
Every creature has its place within me, as much as every kind of human being or group who understands 

how much I can help them right now.

These cities that humans created are excellent scenarios to exchange all that is good and bad, 
and mostly what is bad concerns the lack of healthy Nature within their borders. 

Food Forests are Nature, Nature brings beauty, beauty fosters happiness. All CITIES HAVE SPACE FOR FOOD 
FORESTS. Or at least for my smaller sisters, the Forest Gardens. My city is enriched by my existence, we are friends. 

My community felt the urgency to RECLAIM AND RESTORE POLLUTED SOIL in Berlin to grow food. 
Permaculture, curiosity and solidarity gave rise to organic tools that implement visions in a FFFrecord time. 

I am open, inclusive and growing, and I welcome anybody who acknowledges me for what I am.

I am Feld Food Forest. 
Join me. 

BE FELD FOOD FOREST.


